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Forthcoming publications 
Committee Title Publication date

Turkey: how the pre-adhesion funds have been 
spent & monitoring system Oct 2016

Referenda about EU matters Nov 2016

Sexual violence against minors in Latin America Nov 2016

Differences between EU and US legislation on 
automobile emissions

Nov 2016

Financial instruments in the 2014-20 programming 
period

Nov 2016

Access all Studies, In-depth analyses, Briefings and At a glance notes 
produced by the Policy Departments. 
All publications: www.europarl.europa.eu/supporting-analyses
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contacts
Policy Department for Economic, 
Scientific and Quality of Life Policies
ECON - EMPL - ENVI - ITRE - IMCO
poldep-economy-science@ep.europa.eu

Policy Department for Structural 
and Cohesion Policies
TRAN - REGI - AGRI - PECH - CULT
poldep-cohesion@ep.europa.eu

Policy Department for Citizens’ Rights 
and Constitutional Affairs
JURI - LIBE - AFCO - FEMM - PETI 
poldep-citizens@ep.europa.eu

Policy Department for Budgetary Affairs
BUDG - CONT 
poldep-budg@ep.europa.eu

Policy Department for External Relations
AFET - DROI - SEDE - DEVE - INTA 
poldep-expo@ep.europa.eu

Focus 
Defending the fundamental right to free movement in the EU

Dear Reader,

The European Union is first of all 
a project of peace, prosperity, 
democracy and freedom, 
bringing together citizens of 
different nationalities, languages 
and cultures. It was born from 
the ashes of the Second World 
War to counter nationalism 
and populism and to promote 
fundamental rights and freedoms. 

The right to Free Movement is a step in this path and an achievement for 
Europe and for its citizens. This right is one of the most cherished by EU 
citizens. 

Our committees and the EP have always resisted efforts to curtail fundamental 
rights and called for stronger enforcement of Directive 2004/38/EC, which is 
confirmed by the study jointly requested by our committees.

      Claude Moraes, MEP
Chair of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs

Cecilia Wikström, MEP
Chair of the Committee on Petitions
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8 Nov 2016 - 15.00 to 17.30 - ASP  3G3

Reflections on the 
agricultural challenges
post-2020 in the EU

AGRI

supporting analyses

Workshop
8 Nov 2016 - 15.00 to 18.30 

Recasting the 
Brussels IIa Regulation

JURI

Workshop
29 Nov 2016 - 12.45 to 14.45 - PHS 5B1

Health promotion & 
primary prevention: 
exchange of good practices

ENVI

Workshop
November 2016 

Afghanistan: Challenges
and perspectives until 
2020

AFET
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Recreational and semi-subsistence fisheries in the EU
 Policy Department for Structural and Cohesion Policies  

 
 July 2016   

 So far, no unanimous definition for marine recreational fishing yet exists among 
European Member States. An important role of the Common Fisheries Policy is 
the allocation of fishing rights. This is based on a calculation of permitted catches 
and an estimation of the growth and reproduction of fish. These estimations 
need to be as exact as possible taking account of all catches affecting the stock.

Join the policy departments’ network
Policy Departments provide in-house and external expertise to support EP committees and other parliamentary bodies 
in shaping legislation and exercising democratic scrutiny over EU policies. If you wish to receive this monthly publication, 
please send an email with your contact details to: ep-policydepartments@ep.europa.eu

Skills development and employability: A New Skills Agenda
 Policy Department for Economic, Scientific and Quality of Life  Policies October 2016

Tackling current skills mismatches and unemployment levels calls for enhancing 
vocational education and training, and converging qualifications frameworks. 
This document gives a summary of the presentations and discussions of the 
workshop on the New Skills Agenda for Europe, held at the European Parliament 
in Brussels on 8 September 2016 as a joint EMPL and CULT event and organised by Policy 
Department A in cooperation with Policy Department B.

Overview on the use of EU funds for migration policies
 Policy Department for Budgetary  Affairs  August 2016

The aim of this document is to give an overview of the use of EU funds on 
migration policies during the first two years (2014-2015) of the Multiannual 
Financial Framework. The analysis requested by BUDG committee presents a 
preliminary budgetary outlook for 2016–2017 and the remaining MFF period, 
taking into account the uncertainties relating to the evolution of the migration situation and 
pressures on EU funding.

Liberalising financial services

TISA is one of the biggest FTAs currently being negotiated, involving 23 
countries — including 12 members of the G20 — and representing some 70% 
of global services exports. This study requested by INTA committee looks at 
the implications of the plurilateral Trade in Services Agreement (TiSA) for EU 
free trade agreements (FTAs). TiSA negotiations stem from the failure of WTO Doha Round 
negotiations on services and seek to boost liberalisation of the global services sector.

 Policy Department for External Relations    July 2016

highlights
Obstacles to the Right of Free Movement of EU citizens
 Policy Department  for Citizens’ Rights and Constitutional Affairs         September 2016

Ten years after the deadline for transposition of the Free Movement Directive, 
Member States have generally complied with their obligations, though some 
challenges remain.  The study, requested by the LIBE and PETI Committees, 
presents a synthesis of in-depth studies in nine Member States in addition to 
broader EU and national research. It identifies the main persisting barriers to free movement, 
discriminatory restrictions, abuse of rights, refusals of entry and residence and expulsions. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2016/573457/IPOL_STU(2016)573457_EN.pdf
mailto:ep-policydepartments@ep.europa.eu
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